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Abstract
Snapshot Isolation (SI) protocol is a database transaction processing algorithm used by some of
commercial database systems to manage the concurrent executions of database transactions. SI
protocol is a special case of multi-version algorithm. It avoids many of the anomalies typical for the
concurrent processing of database transactions. Unfortunately, SI protocol does not guarantee correct
serialization of database transactions under certain conditions. A recent work [3] proposed a formal
solution, which characterizes the correctness of transactions running under SI protocoL However, the
protocol is inefficient when it comes to processing long transactions. In this paper, we show that the
limitations imposed on the structures of long transactions improve performance of SI protocol. A
different way to characterize the serializability of schedule under SI dynamically is proposed and proved.
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ABSTRACT
Snapshot Isolation (SI) protocol is a database transaction
processing algorithm used by some of commercial
database systems to manage the concurrent executions of
database transactions. SI protocol is a special case of
multi-version algorithm. It avoids many of the anomalies
typical for the concurrent processing of database
transactions. Unfortunately, SI protocol does not
guarantee correct serialization of database transactions
under certain conditions. A recent work [3] proposed a
formal solution, which characterizes the correctness of
transactions running under SI protocoL However, the
protocol is inefficient when it comes to processing long
transactions. In this paper, we show that the limitations
imposed on the structures of long transactions improve
performance of SI protocol. A different way to
characterize the serializability of schedule under SI
dynamically is proposed and proved.
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1. Introduction
Snapshot isolation protocol [1] is a special kind of multiversion concurrency control algorithm used in database
systems to prevent the most of common anomalies typical
for concurrent processing of database transactions. Under
the protocol, every read operation of transaction t can
only access the version of data item either created by t or
the latest transaction that committed before t. Each write
operation of transaction t creates a new version of a
written data item and the original copy of the data item is
n?t overwritten until t is committed successfully. The
protocol enforces a mechanism commonly called as firstcommitter-wins where transaction t is able to commit only
when it did not perform write operation on a data item
written by another committed transaction concurrent with
t. Otherwise, transaction t is aborted and it has to be
resubmitted later. We say that transaction ti is concurrent
uflth tr~nC~f"tl"n f. u rhpn thplr tlmp intpr"~ 1.c;;: from c;;:t:::.rt-

protocol an efficient concurrency control algorithm where
no conflict operations are delayed by locking and lost
update anomaly can be precluded. SI protocol provides an
isolation level almost as strong as serializable level with
as high concurrency as at read uncommitted leveL
Unfortunately, as proved in [1] and [2], SI protocol does
not guarantee serializability in every possible case of
concurrent execution. Some of the concurrent executions
acceptable under SI protocol are not serializable and
contribute to the corruption of a database.
Example 1.1
This example follows [I] and considers a combined
account, which consists of a check account and a cash
account. Each one of sub-accounts can be overdrawn as
long as their total balance is not negative. Suppose we
have a schedule h running under Sf protocol:
h:
readJ(xO=50)
read] (y0 =50)
readlxO=50)
read2(yO=50) write](y=-40) write2(x=.-40) commit]
commit2

Since the write operations are performed on different data
items, no transaction in the execution above violates the
first-committer-wins principle. However, this execution
sets a balance of the combined account to -80, which
violates the constraint and corrupts a database. This defect
makes conflict serializability of SI protocol not
guaranteed in every possible case.
The most recently, a formal approach, which can
characterize the correctness of executions of transactions
under SI was proposed [3]. The method is based on the
maintenance of a binary directed graph also called as
interference graph, which represents interferences among
the transactions. Nodes in interference graph are
committed transactions. Edges between nod~s are added
by observing the following rules:
•

There is an exposed edge Tj expo
transactions Tj and Tk, when
readset(Tj ) n writeset(Tk) :f: 0, and
writeset(T j) n writeset(Tk) ='0.

~

Tk between

